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Adaptable, agile, Omnichannel Strategies that Reflect Market Dynamics & customer Needs for 
Increased Personalisation, Engagement & Outstanding Results In An unusual World

At the heart needs to be a motivated 
accellerated learning organization

Transformation 
Fatigue

of this



“Anyone can learn anything 
if they are interested”

- George Orwell

I was working in the Global 
Digital Accellerator, digitally 
transforming teams and 
organizations around the 
world.



- An Agile Responsive Team Needs 
Something to Respond to

- We need to find if there is a difference between what we want our 
company to become and what we are puting into it to get there

The law of the customer

- Steve Denning, Age of Agile

Creating a passionate obsession 
in the team to deliver more value 

to customers

Everyone has a clear line 
of sight to the customer

Everyone can see how their own 
work is adding value to that

customer

Agile

Customer Experience

Advanced Analytics

The second law of Agile:



With a fanatic customer focus you know you can not control the customer, you can only dance with 
them .. because the customer is a part of a complex decentralized network that doesn’t know where it 

is going. Their work, field-of-expertise, own customers and stakeholders, point-of-view ++ gets updated 
every single day..



State of the 
system

Our decisions

Actions of 
others

Our goals “Side effects”

Goals of other 
agents

The only thing we can do is listen, respond to what is 
happening and hopefully we can either be in the best 

position in the system or even have some influence on it.

But can we learn and fast enough? Are we 
designed for the rate of learning, autonomy 

and flow of information needed?



A Scientific Approach 
to Marketing

“The treatment consists of training the treated group to identify the 
problem, articulate theories, define clear hypothesis, conduct 
rigorous tests to prove or disprove them, measure the results of the 
tests, and make decisions based on these tools.”

DP12421. A scientific approach to entrepreneurial Decision-Making: Evidence from a randomised control 
trial. Arnaldo Camuffo, Alessandro Cordova and Alfonso Gambardella

Business 
Experimentation

“We run this company on questions” - Eric Schmidt, 
Former CEO Google

“If you double the number of experiments you do per 
year you’re going to double your inventiveness” - Jeff 
Bezos, CEO Amazon



The Learning Organization

fun funner Funnest

Hypotheses Assumption Experiment

Clarity, prepare for experimentation Smaller bets, what has to 
be true / what do we 

want to learn

Design, co-create, 
collective analysis, 
insights-to-action

“Commercial experimentation is essentially a 
way of critical thinking that allows us to de-risk 
new ideas, strategies, tactics, etc..”

- Michelle, Canada

“The methodology and way of tackling our assumptions is a completely new mindset! I find that we are looking to dig a lot more deeper to ensure 
our hypothesis are true and strong enough to move the needle for our stakeholders. The process allows us to focus on the current and future state 
without having to jump to solution mode”.

- Patrick, Canada

Accelerating strategy to impact:



Core elements (in Mural)

A. Hypothesis to Riskiest Assumptions B. Designing Experiments

Source: The Scientific Method + Riskiest Assumptions Testing Source: Agile Coaches, your Data Analysts and Advanced Analytics


